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Simply purchase any 2x1L MARIGOLD
PowerBeans to participate.
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$934
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8 winners

Promotion period: 1 - 30 April 2019
* Terms and conditions apply.

NRIC(last 3 digits + alphabet)<space>Receipt No.

Malaysia Dairy Industries Pte Ltd
P.O. Box No: 0038 MacPherson Road Post Office,
Singapore 913402.
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Terms and conditions:
1. This promotion is open to all residents of Singapore except employees and immediate
families of Malaysia Dairy Industries Pte Ltd (MDI) and their advertising agencies.
2. To participate, you must purchase 2x1L MARIGOLD PowerBeans Fresh Soya Milk
in a single receipt. Entries can be mailed in (with an original valid receipt) or SMS
to 9270 7075.
3. Multiple entries are allowed but each entry must be accompanied with a new and original
valid reciept. Each envelope will be treated as one entry only. If via SMS, multiple SMSes
are allowed but each SMS must be accompanied by a unique receipt number. Normal
SMS charges apply.
4. An original valid receipt should include a store name, receipt number and a description of
our MARIGOLD PowerBeans products.
5. To qualify;
a. Purchases must be made during the promotion period from 1 – 30 April 2019.
b. All entries must provide an ORIGINAL winning receipt (with any 2x1L
MARIGOLD PowerBeans Fresh Soya Milk products purchase). If via SMS,
winners MUST produce the ORIGINAL winning receipt upon collection of prizes.
c. Winners who fail to produce valid receipt during collection of prize will not be
allowed to claim prizes.
d. All SMS entries must reach us by 30 April 2019, 2359hrs, and mailed in entries
must reach us by 6 May 2019.
6. Incomplete, inaccurate or illegible entries will be disqualified.
7. The lucky draw will be held on 9 May 2019 at MDI Office, 2 Davidson Road, Singapore
369941.
8. Each entrant is only entitled to one (1) prize and winner will be notified by post.

9. Winner is to collect the prize within the stipulated date indicated in the notification letter or the
prize will be forfeited. Unclaimed prizes shall be disposed off at MDI’s sole discretion.
Prize (8 winners): HAPPYCALL 7-PC ALUMITE + PLASMA COOKWARE SET worth $943.
Set consists of:
- 24CM DIE CAST STOCK POT + COVER
- 18CM DIE CAST SAUCEPAN + COVER
(RED)
(GREEN)
- 24CM STAINLESS STEEL STEAMER
- 20CM DIE CAST STOCK POT + COVER
- 28CM IH PLASMA WOK PAN
(BLUE)
- 28CM IH PLASMA FRYING PAN
- 24CM DIE CAST LOW STOCK POT +
- 2-PC SILICONE HANDLE
COVER (ORANGE)
10. Prizes are not transferable or exchangeable for cash.
11. MDI may at its discretion substitute the prizes with another of similar value without
prior notice.
12. MDI’s decision in all matters relating to this promotion is final and no correspondence will
be entertained.
13. By taking part in this contest, you understand and accept without condition that MDI may
choose to use your personal information contained herein for internal and/or external
marketing purposes in a manner it deems fit, whilst according your privacy or confidentiality
with the highest priority.
14. MDI reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions of this contest without
prior notice.
15. This contest is for promotional purposes only and you accept there is no intention to create
legal relations between yourself and MDI.

